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PARISH MISSION STATEMENT 

 

 

 The Gospel calls the Catholic Churches in Weston to 

be a living sign of Christ. 

 

 

 An open and vibrant community growing in 

Spirituality  

 

 

 

 An active community where all are encouraged to 

participate 

 

 

 To work with other Churches, to spread the Good 

News to all and seek a greater understanding of other 

faiths. 

 

 

 To feed the hungry. 

 

 

 

 



HARVEST FESTIVAL 

 

In some parishes where I’ve served great attention was paid to the 
Harvest Thanksgiving every year. Bowls of fruit and vegetables would be 
placed before the altar. Someone would bake a special loaf of bread 
with a design of a sheaf of wheat on top of it. There would also be tins of 
fruit and vegetables. All these items were sold after the Mass and the 
money was given to Cafod. Where the school was involved all the 
produce was given to a local charity which provided a meal for the 
homeless. Could we copy this good practice here in Weston? 
  
The important thing is to give thanks for the Harvest. We should 
acknowledge that all the food we eat is provided for us by Nature as part 
of God’s plan. Agricultural societies which relied on a good harvest to 
survive were very thankful as they brought in the harvest knowing that 
they had enough food to store for the coming year. We in our country 
have become estranged from agriculture. We can buy in food from any 
country in the world. We are not reliant on a good harvest. 
  
At this time of Climate Crisis we need to become more aware of the 
threat to harvests caused by climate change. For example, many orange 
growers in Brazil have seen a very bad harvest this year because of 
drought. This lack of rainfall has been caused by deforestation in the 
Amazon. 
  
May we support those who have been affected by Climate Change. May 
we become active in defence of our fragile planet which provides our 
food. If we don’t already do so, may we have a Grace before meals. Let 
us be more grateful for the food we have and share with those who have 
nothing.  
  
 
Canon Tom 

     

 
 

 
 

                                                                    
 

 



                                      

On October the 5
th
. the Jarrow March of 5

th
-31st October 1936 

took place, when 200 British unemployed workers staged a 

hunger march as a way of bringing attention to the plight of the 

unemployed in depressed areas of the country. The march 

started in the ship building town of Jarrow in the N.E. England. 

The march was a bid for respect and recognition, highlighting 

the desperation of the working man at that time. A petition was 

made, which demanded government aid, and was carried in an 

oak box. During the march wherever the marchers stopped for 

the night, the local people signed the petition and also gave 

them shelter and food. The marchers arrived in London on the 

31
st
. October, with 11,000 signatures on the petition. It was 

accepted into the House of Commons but no action was taken. 

These brave men brought to the attention of society how deeply 

the working people were suffering. 

The Great Depression, a severe world- wide economic 

depression was the longest, deepest and most widespread 

depression of the 20
th
 century. It started with the stock market 

crash of October 1929. The great depression is often used as 

an example of how intensely the global economy can decline. 



PUZZLES 

Cryptic towns and cities – the following clues provide the names of 

towns and cities in the UK. 

                                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ding
bats – can you find the answers 
to these picture clues?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Tub full of water 

 Spread before morning 

 Has a letter to spare 

 Crank Miss Rantzen 

 Half a score is alongside 

 Cranium stuck in a rabbit 
hole. 

 Professor of rollers 

 A chocolate bar without 
for instance 

 Nearly the colonel’s 
twelve inches 

 A person who is leaving 

 People’s rock 

 A complete bacon 

 Calligraphy with an ‘H’ 

 Home of Sale of the 
Century 

 Ships men 

 Tying meat 

 Latest fortified wine 
 

 

 Religious Skull 

 Tend fire 

 Is this Piggott’s town 

 There are no ends to a 
hairdryer 

 Pushed down 
heavyweight 

 Where the steer (of the 
bovine family) crossed 
the river 

 One of the three R’s 

 Almost speechless in 
front of the French chips 

 Mother’s garden entrance 

 Witches attempt to meet 

 Sounds like a vehicle is 
followed by a Scottish 
golfer 

 A male, part of the torso 
with some hesitation 

 Arran or Holy in the 
middle of one’s wages. 

 



 

Corinthians 6:19-20. 

"Do you not know that your body is the temple of the Holy Spirit, who is in you, whom 

you have received from God. You are not your own; you were bought at a price.  

Therefore, honour God with your body." 

Children's Story: 

I read a fishy tale the other day about crayfish. Crayfish (something like lobsters) have an 

amazing system built into their heads.  It is called a statolith - a ball-shaped organ lined on 

the inside with fine sensory hairs.  The crayfish swallows a small grain of rock, which passes 

into the statolith.  As gravity pulls down on the rock, the nerve senses which side of the 

statolith the rock is touching.  And so - the crayfish knows which way is down. Once upon a 

time, scientists put some crayfish into a water tank that was lined with iron filings.  The 

crayfish ingested the iron filings instead of rocks, and it lodged in their statoliths. When the 

researchers put an electromagnet on the side of the tank, the crayfish turned on their sides.  

When the magnet was put on top of the pool, they all turned over and swam on their backs 

all day. The scientists even put in some normal crayfish with rocks in their heads! They 

swam right side up. But the iron-filled crayfish believed their statoliths more than their eyes 

and stayed wrong side up.  At mealtime, the crayfish with iron filings swam up to the surface 

and tried to land.  They thought they were at the bottom of the tank.  Amazingly, the normal 

crayfish never seemed to join their up-side down neighbours. Now when I read that, I 

thought that sounds to me like a very fishy story.  But it does have in it a message for us.  A 

person who is a Christian is different from those who are not.  A Christian behaves differently 

from those who are not Christians. A Christian belongs to Jesus, and wants to do what 

Jesus thinks is best for us, because He knows what is best for us.  So, what we say and 

what we do is not what other people would think and do who do not belong to Jesus. They 

would think a Christian is a very strange person.  They might even think they have got iron 

filings in their heads and are being manipulated by someone with an electromagnet!  In fact, 

it really is the other way around. We Christian fish live in an age of many temptations.  

Around us, many people have beliefs and values that are up-side down.  They look at 

Christians, consider what they believe and practice, and say, "You are up-side down!" All of 

us have got a guidance system which is far superior to that of those crayfish fish.  We have 

what we call a conscience. Our conscience tells us what is right and what is wrong.  What 

we believe to be right or wrong depends on what information we allow into our minds.  If we 

put what God tells us into our minds, then our conscience is controlled by God, through what 

we learn from the Bible.  That is what makes a Christian different from other human beings. 

So, we have to be sure what we put into our minds and our conscience.  It is possible to 

think the upside-down values of the world around us are actually normal, and that it is the 

Christian values which are abnormal.  There will be those who may try to fill us with "iron 

filings" or the teachings and practice of this world, but we can stay right-side up if we hide 

God's Word in our hearts and in our minds. I hope you will not swallow any "iron-filings" and 

be controlled by all what the world believes, but I hope you will be controlled by what God 

wants you to know and believe.    

(Written by Grenville Kent in a booklet called Divine Appointments - a Daily Inspiration for 

Men in Ministry - 1995 -Day 70 – adapted for children)  

 

 



  

The Wonder of Ordinary Things 

 

A foggy day has a special atmosphere. It feels like a closed in world 

where sounds are muffled and smells intensified. The damp sweet smell 

of wet earth and smoke from a fire assails the senses. It is amazing what 

you notice when you look at the world with different eyes. Even the 

sound of a car passing by is different and the trees seem quieter in the 

still air. How often do we walk through our towns and countryside with 

our minds full, failing to notice beauty in the ordinary landscape on an 

ordinary day? 

Our homes too can be full of wonder if you know how to look. How often 

do we take the gadgets we use around the home for granted even as we 

use them? Once all these modern conveniences were just an idea in 

somebody’s head. Imagine one of your ancestors seeing your home for 

the first time. How strange and wonderful it would seem to him/her. 

Take for example the television, invented by a Scotsman, John Logie 

Baird, with its many modifications and improvements over time. Wouldn’t 

your ancestor be fascinated by that? You can be too if you approach it 

with curiosity. Some people will be interested in its history, some more 

mechanically minded by how it works. It has opened up the world for 

many. You can approach anything like this, with curiosity and an open 

mind. 

Have you ever taken the time to really get to know people, even your 

nearest and dearest? All it takes is a few well thought out questions and 

good listening skills. We can all practice those. You may well be in for a 

few surprises as you discover things you may never have known about 

those most familiar to you. 

From the beauty in nature, even on a damp and foggy day, to the 

fascinating things in our homes and the surprise even in the people we 

know well, it truly is a wonderful world. 

 

Sent in by Aileen 

 



 

Julian of Norwich   

         

The anchoress Julian was an English mystic of the 14th. Century 

and her book The Revelations of Divine Love have been read 

and loved across a whole spectrum of people from Christian scholars to all types of 

men and women especially amongst Catholics and Anglicans. 

Little is known of her background and education but we know that she was born 

about December 1342. As an anchoress (or hermit) the Lady Julian or Dame Julian 

(her real name unknown) would have adopted the name of the church in the parish 

of Conisford outside Norwich and her hermitage would have been built against its 

walls or in the churchyard. To be an anchoress was a solemn and definite vocation 

within the Catholic church and involved a solemn ceremony by the local bishop and 

enclosure for life on pain of excommunication. 

There were usually two or three rooms, one with a ‘squint’ or hole through which she 

could hear the daily Mass next door. One room might be a small oratory simply 

furnished with an altar, crucifix and a picture of the Blessed Virgin or St. John. There 

would also be a small curtained window to the outside where she could give counsel 

or advice and the townsfolk give their prayer intentions to her. The main room had a 

wood – burning fireplace against the East Anglian winters. There might also be a 

small private garden where she could walk and meditate. Julian would have had a 

mature and trusted and discreet serving woman and a second helper to see to 

washing, cleaning, cooking and shopping – but not to gossip with, though of course, 

friendship would develop between them over the years. Julian may even have had a 

cat! On Sundays there were two meals, vegetables or porridge and in the evening 

fish or cheese – no flesh at all. There was a daily ration of 1lb. of bread and a pint of 

wine (no tea, coffee or hot chocolate then so not excessive and doubtless not very 

inebriating) to be mulled into a warm drink in winter. 

An anchoress left to starve was a local scandal and a disgrace for the bishop. Plenty 

of warm clothing was recommended with shoes and bedding and furs ‘as many as 

you need for bed and back’ and leathers to be ‘well- tanned’. 

All this sounds extremely comfortable and far better than most layfolk had, but it was 

all designed to keep the anchoress’s mind and heart fixed on her daily constant 

prayer for the Church, Holy Souls and all the citizens round her and also those who 

came from great distances to commune with her and not to destroy her health by 

excessive fasting and cold. Hence the fireplace though there would have been no 

fire when she rose at midnight to begin the office of matins and praying on the cold 

stone flags until dawn. She was also there for herself, called to this vocation, to grow 

in holiness. 

 



 

Julian had long prayed for suffering and to better understand Our Lord’s Passion and 

when she was around 30 years old had a severe illness, as she lay recovering, she 

experienced on the 30th. May 1373 sixteen ‘showings or revelations of love which 

Jesus Christ our endless bliss’ revealed to her. Over the next twenty years she 

pondered these visions and was given new insights. 

She describes herself as a simple unlettered creature’ not necessarily illiterate but 

lacking a classical education. She may well have been taught by the nuns nearby.  

The first vision of Christ crucified was horrific but Jesus reassured Julian by saying 

‘with full lovely cheer’ – “If I might suffer more I would suffer more. Lo, how I loved 

thee!” 

Revelations of Divine Love (received by Julian) has been described as ‘the tenderest 

and most beautiful exposition in the English language of God’s loving dealings with 

man’ and as these examples show, the first reminding Julian of her fur – lined 

mantle: 

‘He is our cloak that clasps us and encloses us for tender love that He may never 

leave us and is more near to us than tongue can say or heart can think.’ 

‘For our soul is so specially loved of him that is highest that it overpasses the 

knowing of all creatures to fully know how much and how sweetly and tenderly our 

Master loves us – Love was our Lord’s meaning.’ 

And Julian saw Jesus ‘sitting at rest’ in our souls and his Heart ‘cloven in two and 

within a fair delectable place’ (and like the East Anglian skies) – long and broad and 

full of countless heavens’. And when we sin His eyes ‘rest on us full of lovely pity and 

this long looking upon His servant methought it might melt our hearts for love and 

burst them in two for joy!’ And when we turn back to Him – ‘My Darling, I am glad 

you have come to me. In all your woe I have ever been with you and now see My 

loving and we be oned in bliss.  

For his goodness suffers us never to be alone but lastingly He is with us and tenderly 

He excuses us and ever shields us from blame in His sight. In falling and rising we 

are ever preciously kept in one Love.  For God is nearer to us than our own souls, for 

he is the Ground in which our soul stands. 

And like St Augustine when he was converted saying;- “I tasted you and now I 

hunger and thirst. You touched me and now I burn for your peace”- Julian centuries 

on said “And thus I saw Him and I sought him; I had Him and I wanted Him.” 

Jesus assured her and us “All shall be well and you will see for yourself that all 

matter of thing shall be well”. Julian was still alive in 1413 at about 73 years old. 

 

Margaret 

  



 

St Francis Of Assisi – 4
th
 October 

1181 – 1226 

On a pilgrimage to Rome, Francis was moved by compassion 

for the beggars before St. Peter’s and, exchanging his clothes 

with one of them, he spent a day himself begging for alms. He 

returned to Assisi, gave up his inheritance and set about 

ministering to lepers. In church one morning, he heard the 

Lord’s words read, bidding His disciples to leave all. He then 

put on a long dark garment girded with cord and set out to save 

souls, attracting a little band of like - minded followers. The 

result was the Franciscan Order. 

Saint Francis was hoeing his garden one day when someone 

asked him what he would do if he was to learn he was going to 

die before sunset. He replied “I would finish hoeing my garden”. 

Saint Francis saw his life as an offering to the Lord – an out 

pouring of his time, energy and love that constituted many 

expressions, including work. 

Using the same analogy of the garden, Julian of Norwich 

pointed to a second form of sacrifice; 

 

Be a gardener, 
Dig it, toil and sweat, 

And turn the earth upside down 
And seek the deepness 

And water the plants in time. 
Continue this labour 

And make sweet floods to run 
And noble and abundant fruits to spring, 

Take this food and drink 
And carry it to God as your true worship. 

 
 



 
Heaven’s Grocery Store 

 

I was walking down life’s highway a long time ago. 
One day, I saw a sign that read ‘Heavens Grocery Store’, 

As I got a little closer, the door came open wide, 
And when I came to myself, I was standing inside. 

I saw a host of angels. They were standing everywhere, 
One handed me a basket and said; “My child shop with care, 

Everything a Christian needed was in the grocery store, 
And all you couldn’t carry, you could come back the next day  for more. 

First, I got some patience, love was in the same row, 
Further down was understanding, you need that everywhere you go. 

I got a box or two of wisdom, a bag or two of faith. 
I couldn’t miss the Holy Ghost for it was all over the place. 

I stopped to get some strength and courage to help me run this race. 
By then my basket was getting full, but I remembered some Grace. 

I didn’t forget salvation for salvation is free, 
I tried to get enough of that to save both you and me. 
Then I started up to the counter to pay my grocery bill, 
For I thought I had everything to do my Master’s will. 

as I went up the aisle I saw prayer and I just had to put that in, 
for I know when I stepped outside, I would run right into sin. 

Peace and joy were plentiful, they were on the last shelf. 
Songs and praises were hanging near so I just helped myself. 

Then I said to the angel, “Now, how much do I owe?” 
He just smiled and said “Just take them everywhere you go”. 

Again, I said, “How much do I really owe?” 
He smiled again and said; 

 

“MY CHILD, JESUS PAID YOUR BILL A LONG, LONG TIME AGO! 

 

 

Sent in by Diane 

 

 

 



 

Garden notebook 
 

Did you have a stand out plant this year, 

one that was amazing? Why not let us 

have a photo. This is mine – a tuberous 

begonia I bought at the local shop back in 

the spring that was about 6inches tall with 

1 flower, and has been so good I really don’t want to throw it away, but 

as soon as the temperature goes down it will die. 

We will be clearing our garden and containers of summer bedding but 

before you do take a few photos of the beds and potted area so you 

have a visual reminder of how it looked and then you can repeat the best 

or not repeat the one that didn’t work, when you start to plan next year’s 

garden in January. 

We will be sitting outside less now. Why not group your newly planted 

containers on the patio or in the garden where they will be seen from the 

window. We all need cheering up during the next few months and 

brightly coloured flowers are a good way to do this. It is still not too late 

to put our spring bulbs in the garden or containers if you haven’t already 

planted them, and we could start putting in the winter/spring bedding 

plants. Winter pansies, violas, bellis daisies, cyclamens and wallflowers 

are all available and will give a nice show of colour. 

If you have garden beds with perennials it would be good to divide those 

that have grown too big, such as asters and Japanese and anemones. 

Although it would be better to do this after flowering, salvias, 

campanulas and heucheras can be divided and replanted elsewhere in 

the garden. Not doing this means they can get leggy and woody or there 

will be a bald patch in the middle of a clump with healthy plant growing in 

a circle around it, while all these are dormant over the winter, doing this 

now means they will settle in and start growing as soon as the weather 

wakes up. 

 

 

 

 



We could clear out the potting shed, give it a good tidy and collect the 

tools together and clean and oil them. If you store plants there, give the 

glass a good clean in here and in the greenhouse as the light levels will 

be dropping soon. Then how about washing the pots that have been 

used through the summer, doing this now means one less job to do in 

the spring when those pots will be needed, and then tidy and sort out the 

greenhouse ready to over winter tender perennials such as fuchsias and 

geraniums.  

Without shed or greenhouse, we can over winter tender perennials by 

putting the pots next to a sheltered wall and covering them with garden 

fleece. The wall will retain any warmth from the sun and the fleece will 

protect them from frost.  

The work you do in the autumn and winter is as important as the work in 

the summer. Everything we do now is going to pay dividends come the 

flowering season, and if there are some fine days and you still want 

something to do outside how about painting the fence to protect it from 

the winter rains, and there will always be leaves to sweep up. 

It is the time to scarify the lawn to get out the moss and weeds and to 

add lawn fertiliser if you use it. If you want a neat, stripy lawn, autumn is 

the time to care for it. 

All this work at this time of the year needs some music to help get it 

done. What is your favourite music to work by? Elvis, Abba - as a 

country music fan mine is Willie Nelson. 

After all that work, we need a brew and a piece of cake – fruit cake or 
gingerbread perhaps, something sustaining on an Autumn day. 
 
House plants – as the light levels drop so houseplants will be growing 

more slowly, now is the time to reduce how often you water them, and 

you should let the surface dry out a little between watering, it is also a 

good time to stop feeding them as well. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 
ANSWERS 

Cryptic towns and cities                                Dingbats 
 

 Bath                                              1. All roads lead to Rome 

 Margam                                        2. The Green mile 

 Dover                                            3. Big fish in a small pond 

 Winchester                                    4. Magic circle 

 Tenby                                            5. Half mast                                         

 Edinburgh                                      6. Gross incompetence 

 Doncaster                                      7. Forgive and forget 

 York                                               8. Add insult to injury 

 Saundersfoot                                 9. Short back and sides 

 Exeter                                            10. Looking good 

 Folkestone                                     11. Light at the end of the tunnel 

 Fulham                                           12. Blessing in disguise 

 Penarth 

 Norwich 

 Crewe 

 Nottingham                                      

 Newport 

 Holyhead 

 Stoke 

 Leicester 

 Airdrie 

 Preston 

 Oxford 

 Reading 

 Dumfries 

 Margate 

 Coventry 

 Carlisle 

 Manchester 

 Paisley 
 

 

 

 

 



Editorial Team; 

Editor in chief - Canon Tom. 

Editor and compiler – Angela Clarke – to contact me; 

Phone 01934 647807 or email magazine101@btinternet.com 

Or leave in the presbytery marked for my attention. 

OLOL articles etc. can be given to Canon Tom. 

Publishing and distribution – Tracey. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       St. Joseph’s                                          Our Lady of Lourdes 

 

 

 

 

 

                                       Corpus Christi  

 

Items for the October issue to Angela no later than November 

19
th
 Please. Otherwise I cannot guarantee it will be included. 

 

Thank you for your ongoing support. 

mailto:magazine101@btinternet.com

